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Abstract 

Action potentials generated in the sinoatrial node (SAN) dominate the rhythm and rate of a healthy human heart. Subsequently, these 
action potentials propagate to the whole heart via its conduction system. Abnormalities of impulse generation and/or propagation in a heart 
can cause arrhythmias. For example, SAN dysfunction or conduction block of the atrioventricular node can lead to serious bradycardia which 
is currently treated with an implanted electronic pacemaker. On the other hand, conduction damage may cause reentrant tachyarrhythmias 
which are primarily treated pharmacologically or by medical device-based therapies, including defibrillation and tissue ablation. However, 
drug therapies sometimes may not be effective or are associated with serious side effects. Device-based therapies for cardiac arrhythmias, 
even with well developed technology, still face inadequacies, limitations, hardware complications, and other challenges. Therefore, scientists 
are actively seeking other alternatives for antiarrhythmic therapy. In particular, cells and genes used for repairing cardiac conduction 
damage/defect have been investigated in various studies both in vitro and in vivo. Despite the complexities of the excitation and conduction 
systems of the heart, cell and gene-based strategies provide novel alternatives for treatment or cure of cardiac arrhythmias. This review 
summarizes some highlights of recent research progress in this field. 
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1  Introduction  

Cardiac arrhythmias are common and affect millions of 
people. The sinoatrial node (SAN) in the right atrium is the 
natural pacemaker and is responsible for initiation of 
rhythmic action potentials in a normal heart.[1,2] Each 
impulse generated in the SAN normally propagates to the 
atria and then to the ventricles via a special conduction 
system. SAN malfunction or complete atrioventricular node 
(AVN) conduction block can lead to bradycardia (< 60 
beats/min).[3] When persistent symptomatic bradycardia, 
such as syncope, occurs, implantation of a permanent 
electronic pacemaker is necessary.[4,5] The signs and 
symptoms of other cardiac arrhythmias can range from 
completely asymptomatic to sudden cardiac death. The most 
common complaints in patients with a variety of 
arrhythmias are dizziness, quivering, shortness of breath, 
chest discomfort, heart fluttering or pounding, and forceful 
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or painful extra beats. 
In recent decades, biomedical sciences and medical 

device technologies have been advanced significantly. As a 
result, many new options have become available as 
antiarrhythmic therapies. Cardiac arrhythmias can be treated 
with medications (antiarrhythmic drugs), catheter ablations, 
and implantation of pacemakers or implantable cardioverter 
defibrillators (ICD). Antiarrhythmic medications modify 
myocardial electrical activities of the heart and thus 
suppress or prevent arrhythmias. However, antiarrhythmic 
drugs can cause side effects which may be serious.[6–8] Their 
side effects can be similar to those of non-antiarrhythmic 
drugs, such as dizziness, allergies, insomnia, and gastro-
intestinal disturbances. At the same time, some anti-
arrhythmic drugs can be proarrhythmic and cause cardiac 
arrhythmias rather than eliminating them. Unfortunately, the 
arrhythmias caused by antiarrhythmic drugs are sometimes 
fatal. In addition, antiarrhythmic drugs may interact with 
other medications. When this happens, the risk of side 
effects can increase and the therapeutic effects of one or 
both of the drugs can be altered.  

The development of medical devices has provided great 
opportunities for the treatment of many patients with cardiac 
arrhythmias. Electronic cardiac pacemakers and defibrillators 
effectively improve the quality of life and protect patients 
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from fatal arrhythmias. However, implantable electronic 
devices are expensive and have some limitations.[9,10] For 
example, an implanted pacemaker may be sometime mal-
function. Furthermore, the battery energizing the pacemaker 
has limited longevity.[11] Hence, multiple surgeries to replace 
the battery or the entire implantable pacemaker may be 
required in a patient who is otherwise healthy. Other 
possible acute and chronic risks include electrode fracture or 
damage to insulation, infection, pulmonary collapse, and 
vein thrombosis. In addition, implantable pacemakers have 
very limited or no capacity for directly responding to body 
needs during physiological and emotional activities (e.g., 
exercise, stress, rest, or sleep). In children, especially in 
newborn babies, initial size mismatch and growth affecting 
the position of leads and pulse generators are also serious 
issues.[12] Extraction of lead(s) from inside the heart is 
sometimes needed under certain circumstance. While this 
procedure is generally simple and very safe, there are risks 
including internal bleeding and tear of a vein or the heart.[13] 

Catheter ablation is a common treatment for supraven-
tricular tachycardias and sometimes also for ventricular 
arrhythmias.[14–16] This technique is an effective method to 
ablate an arrhythmic circuit which terminates some cardiac 
arrhythmias.[17] The common side effects associated with 
catheter ablation include bleeding, infection, blood clot in 
the vessel, subcutaneous hematoma, and perforation of the 
wall of the heart. In addition, accidental surgical damage of 
the normal conduction system of the heart may require a 
permanent electronic pacemaker if the damage causes 
severe bradycardia.  

As cardiac arrhythmias are a serious public health issue 
and current treatments still have shortfalls, research to 
develop other alternatives to supplement or replace the 
current conventional therapies is needed. A biological 
approach to treating cardiac arrhythmias has been developing 
for many years. Currently, biological therapy for cardiac 
arrhythmias is at an early research stage and no products are 
available for clinical applications yet. However, research 
data suggest that biological approaches for treating cardiac 
arrhythmias are potentially attainable (see other recent 
reviews[18–22]). While devices, such as electronic pacemakers, 
are often used as palliative therapy for severe bradycardia, 
cell and gene therapies may repair damaged conduction and 
cure associated arrhythmias. In addition, cell and gene 
therapies may avoid the device-associated shortfalls 
mentioned above.  

Impaired conduction can delay or block impulse 
propagation in the heart. Conduction abnormalities can 
underlie both bradyarrhythmias (e.g., AVN block) and 
reentrant tachyarrhythmias (e.g., fibrosis-related reentry). 

Conventional therapies for cardiac arrhythmias include 
medications, catheter ablation, and implantable devices. 
Unfortunately, these interventions hardly improve cardiac 
conduction properties and do not repair conduction defects. 
Cell and gene therapy offers a new, novel approach to 
treating arrhythmias. In this area, most studies focus on 
biological pacemakers that can potentially treat severe 
bradycardia due to SAN dysfunction or complete AV block. 
Experimental conduction damage and block mostly used in 
previous studies were mechanically created in cardiomyocyte 
cultures (Figure 1) or in animal models via ischemia or 
ablation method (Figure 2). Recreation of biological 
pacemaker is via functional and structural replacement of 
the native SAN function and has been reviewed recently in 
several other articles.[18–23] This review focuses on the 
highlights of using cells and genes to repair damaged 
cardiac conduction. Research data accumulated in this field 
have shown that cell transplantation and/or gene transfer can 
improve or repair impulse conduction in vitro and in 
experimentally injured animal hearts in vivo (Table 1). The 
strategy of using biological approach to treating bradycardia 
and tachycardia is very similar, but cell types and genes  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Creation of cardiac conduction block in vitro. (A): 
Mouse atrial cells from a HL-5 cell line (purchased from Dr. 
William C. Claycomb, LSU Health Sciences Center, LA, USA) 
were seeded and cultured on the 60 electrodes in a microelectrode 
array (MEA) dish; (B): Synchronized spontaneously beating 
cardiomyocytes were verified by extracellular electrograms 
recorded on the 3rd day after cell seeding and culture; (C): One 
approximately 600 μm channel in the middle of the array was 
abraded by using a 200 μL pipette tip; (D): Such abrasion created 
conduction block which was evidenced by the electrogram 
recordings of two independently beating fields with different rates. 
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Figure 2.  Atrioventricular conduction block after AVN ablation. 
(A): A schematic diagram of the area usually ablated for creation of 
complete atrioventricular conduction block; (B): Typical tracings 
of canine electrocardiograms (Lead II) of the sinus node rhythm; 
(C) The rhythm of complete atrioventricular block after ablation. 
The ventricular escape rhythm shows the typical wide QRS 
complex (C) after AVN ablation with a radio frequency energy  
catheter. AVN: atrioventricular node. 

 
Table 1.  Cells and genes for cardiac conduction repair. 
Cell/gene Cell/Animal model Result Ref. 

hESCs-derived 
cardiomyocytes 

MEA 
(culture) 

Electromechanical 
integration with rat 
ventricular myocytes 
in culture 

[25,26,85]
 

 AV block 
(pig) 

Pacing atrioventricular 
blocked hearts 

[27] 

mESCs-derived 
cardiomyocytes  

AV block 
(mouse) 

Restoration of AV 
conduction 

[28,29] 
 

MEA 
(culture) 

Repair of conduction 
damage 

[33–36]
 

MSCs 
 
 AV block 

(rat) 
Improvement of AV 
conduction 

[37] 
 

MEA 
(culture) 

Repair of conduction 
damage with 
additional gene 
transfection 

[40,43–46]
 

Fibroblasts 

AV node 
(dog) 

Enhancement of AV 
conduction with 
TGF-β1 transfection 

[49] 
 

MEA 
(culture) 

Decrease in 
arrhythmogenicity 
with CX43 

transduction 

[53] 
 

Myoblasts 

AV block 
(rat) 

Repaired AV 
conduction in 1/3 
animals 

[54] 

Interstitial cells 
of Cajal 

MEA 
(culture) 

Repaired conduction 
damage 

[46] 

HEK293 cells + 
Na+ channel  
gene 

MEA 
(culture) 

Resynchronized 
contractions 

[68] 

Skeletal Na+  
channel gene 

MEA 
(culture) 
Ischemia 

(mouse, dog) 

Prevented or disrupted 
reentrant circuits 
Increased longitudinal 
conduction velocity 

[69] 
 

[70−72]

h/mESCs: human/mouse embryonic stem cells; MEA: multielectrode array; 
MSCs: mesenchymal stem cells; AV block: atrioventricular conduction  
block; HEK293: human embryonic kidney 293 cells. 

 

used may differ. For bradycardia, cell or gene therapy alone 
or a combination of cells and genes targets on enhancing 
tissue automaticity or repairing damaged conduction, such 

as AV block, to restore a normal rhythmic rate of the heart. 
In contrast, cell and gene therapy for tachycardia is to 
reduce myocardial excitability or repair conduction damage 
to break a reentrant circuit or silence arrhythmic sites. More 
detail about the strategy of using biological approach to 
manipulate myocardial excitability and conduction for the 
treatment of bradycardia and tachycardia has been discussed 
in a recent review.[24] In the meantime, the potential 
challenges facing translation of biological alternatives for 
antiarrhythmic therapy from pre-clinic to clinic are briefly 
mentioned. 

2 Embryonic stem cells 
Myocardial repair, including conduction repair, by 

transplantation of stem cells has emerged as a novel strategy 
to treat cardiac diseases in recent years. Cardiomyocytes 
derived from human embryonic stem cells can electro-
mechanically integrate with primary cultures of neonatal rat 
ventricular myocytes in vitro.[25,26] Electrograms recorded 
simultaneously from 60 electrodes of a multi-electrode array 
(MEA) showed impulse initiation and conduction within the 
co-cultures. After adding cardiomyocytes derived from human 
embryonic stem cells, electrograms demonstrated that tight 
temporal coupling between the human and rat tissues 
occurred within one day and lasted continuously to the end 
of experiment, up to 21 days.[27] In vivo integration was 
shown in a swine model with complete AV block. 
Three-dimensional electrophysiological mapping and histo-
pathological examination showed that transplantation of 
cardiomyocytes derived from human embryonic stem cells 
could pace an AV blocked heart.[27] These results 
demonstrate that cardiomyocytes derived from human 
embryonic stem cells are able to form connections with 
surrounding host cardiomyocytes. 

Connexins (Cx, e.g., Cx43/Cx40) are proteins of the 
family of the gap junction and particularly important to 
intercellular communication in heart. Connexins permit ions 
and small molecules to move between adjacent cells for 
chemical exchange and electrical propagation. In a mouse 
AV conduction block model, transplantation of cardiomyocytes 
derived from mouse embryonic stem cells restored the AV 
conduction.[28,29] Substantial amounts of Cx43/Cx40 were 
verified between embryonic stem cell-derived cardiom-
yocytes and host cardiomyocytes in the mice who received 
cell transplantation. In contrast, the non-transplanted mice 
with AV block showed marked fibrosis and discontinuity of 
Cx43/Cx40 expression in the AVN region.[28,29] 
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3 Mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) 
In several clinical trials, hMSCs were implanted into the 

myocardium of the patients with ischemic heart disease.[30-32] 

Regional regeneration of myocardial tissue from implanted 
cells and improvement of cardiac function were observed. 
However, the underlying mechanism remains to be 
elucidated. Recently, hMSCs for cardiac conduction repair 
have been studied in in vitro experiments.[33,34] Synchronously 
beating monolayers of cultured neonatal rat cardiomyocytes 
in a MEA dish were separated by a mechanically abraded 
channel to yield two asynchronously beating cardiomyocyte 
fields. Adding hMSCs to the abraded channel resynchronized 
the two separated cardiomyocyte fields. Conduction velocity 
across hMSCs increased progressively after co-culture with 
cardiomyocytes. Cx43 expression and functional gap 
junction were formed between hMSCs and cardiomyocytes 
and such electrical connections were increased following 
the time after co-cultures.[34] Adding hMSCs to the cultures 
of acutely isolated canine ventricular myocytes also formed 
Cx43 and Cx40 connections along the regions of intimate 
cell-to-cell contact that exhibited cell-to-cell coupling.[35]  

Recently, the effects of forced alignment of neonatal rat 
MSCs with neonatal rat cardiomyocytes on their functional 
integration were investigated.[36] A laser-dissected channel in 
a monolayer of originally synchronized beating cardiomyocytes 
was created in a MEA dish to induce cardiac conduction 
block. Coatings in the channel were microabraded in a 
direction parallel or perpendicular to the channel or were 
unabraded to establish different cell patterns.[36] MSCs 
added on microabraded coatings resulted in anisotropic cell 
alignment within the channel. Conduction velocity across 
MSCs was highest in the perpendicular, intermediate in the 
isotropic and lowest in the parallel configuration. 
Alignment-dependent increases in Cx43 expressions were 
observed. Forced alignment of MSCs affects the time course 
and the level of functional integration with their surrounding 
cardiomyocytes.[36] 

More recently, another study has shown that local 
implantation of MSCs into the AVN area improved AV 
conduction in a rat model with complete AVN block.[37] It is 
also interesting that the animals with MSC transplantation 
significantly decreased collagen deposition in the AVN area. 
The decrease in collagen deposition in MSC-transplanted 
animals was potentially due to the antifibrotic paracrine 
effects of implanted MSCs and could improve impulse 
conduction through the AVN area.[37] However, co-culture of 
hMSCs with neonatal rat ventricular myocytes decreased 
conduction velocity and induced reentrant arrhythmias 
probably due to tissue heterogeneity of inexcitable MSCs 
with myocytes.[38] To improve the electromechanical 

integration among MSCs and cardiomyocytes, a recent 
study showed that infarct rat hearts implanted with 
cardiogenic cells developed from rat MSCs after treatment 
with phorbol myristate acetate, a PKC activator, restored 
conduction velocity via reducing tissue heterogeneity and 
improved myocardial contractility.[39] 

4 Fibroblasts  
Myocardial ischemia and infarction can cause 

cardiomyocyte death. As matured human cardiomyocytes 
have very limited ability to regenerate, dead myocardium is 
usually replaced by non-excitable and non-contractile 
fibrotic scar tissue. Impulse propagation through the scar 
tissue is altered.[40] Fibroblasts are non-excitable with low 
levels of connexin expression. Therefore, scar tissue in the 
myocardium has a very limited capability to conduct 
electrical impulses and this may slow conduction or even 
cause conduction block.[33,41,42] Consequently, scar tissue in 
the heart is potentially an arrhythmic substrate. Prevention 
of its appearance can be therapeutic. Genetic modification 
of the electrical property of scar tissue may thus have the 
potential for the treatment of scar-related arrhythmias or 
myocardial asynchrony.[43] 

Cardiac fibroblasts are the predominant cell type of the 
non-contractile cells in the heart. In a recent study, the 
feasibility of cardiac conduction repair in vitro was 
investigated with genetically modified human ventricular 
scar fibroblasts (hVSFs) by using the MEA technique.[44] 

Rat cardiomyocytes were cultured in two fields separated by 
a strip of hVSFs and beat asynchronously. Forced 
expression of the myocardin (MyoC) gene in the hVSFs 
improved impulse conduction and resynchronized the 
cardiomyocytes in two originally separated fields. Also, 
MyoC-hVSFs showed responsiveness to electrical stimu-
lation.[44] Intracellular recordings demonstrated that MyoC- 
hVSFs coupled well to surrounding cardiomyocytes and 
improved their impulse conduction probably via expression 
of various cardiac ion channels and connexins.  

Recently, a murine atrial cell HL-5 line was used to 
assess the effects of cardiac fibroblasts on cardiac 
conduction damage. HL-5 cells were cultured in a MEA 
chamber to form a monolayer which beat spontaneously and 
synchronously.[45] A channel (from 600 μm to 700 μm) in 
the middle of each array was mechanically created to form 
two asynchronously beating fields (Figure 1). Human 
cardiac fibroblasts added to the abraded channel were not 
able to repair the conduction damage and to resynchronize 
the two separated asynchronously beating fields.[45,46] 

Interestingly, the amplitudes of the field potentials along the 
abraded channel were significantly reduced after adding 
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cardiac fibroblasts. These results demonstrate that cardiac 
fibroblasts alone were not able to repair the conduction 
damage in vitro and even reduced the amplitude of field 
electrical potentials. Amplitude reduction may slow 
conduction velocity and cause arrhythmias. 

To understand whether fibroblasts could modulate 
cardiomyocyte excitability in a Cx43-dependent manner, 
isolated neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were used in a 
co-culture study system.[40] Cultured cardiomyocytes were 
grown on monolayers of mouse fibroblasts with genetically 
altered Cx43 expression. The beating rates of the 
cardiomyocytes grown on wildtype fibroblasts expressing 
native levels of Cx43 were significantly lower than those of 
myocytes grown on fibroblasts devoid of Cx43 (germline 
knockout) or with dominant-negative functional suppression 
of Cx43. Transfection of Cx43 to the fibroblasts obtained 
from Cx43 knockout mice restored cardiomyocyte beating 
frequency. The beating frequency of cardiomyocytes 
co-cultured with Cx43-transfected fibroblasts from Cx43 
knockout mice were comparable to those observed in 
co-cultures with wildtype fibroblasts.[40] 

It is quite possible that non-cardiac fibroblasts may also 
be able to conduct electrical impulses after they are genetically 
manipulated. Human dermal fibroblasts transferred with 
gene vector encoding MyoD, a skeletal myogenic deter-
mination factor, underwent myogenic conversion and 
showed Ca2+ transients.[43] Membrane excitability was 
observed in MyoD-induced myotubes after loading with a 
Ca2+ sensitive dye and electrical stimulation, but there was 
no electrical coupling among the cells. However, 
simultaneous transduction of human dermal fibroblasts with 
MyoD and Cx43 genes resulted in functional coupling 
which was evidenced via dye transfer from cell to cell.[43] 

Non-cardiac fibroblasts can thus be genetically modified to 
act as excitable cells with electrical coupling.  

The results from two recent studies have shown that 
transplantation of genetically engineered fibroblasts with 
transferred K+ channels (Kv1.3 or Kir2.1) into rat and pig 
ventricular myocardium reduced cardiac automaticity and 
prolonged refractoriness due to their coupling with host 
cardiomyocytes.[47,48] In vitro experiments and computer 
model simulations confirmed the in vivo results. Compared 
with the baseline beating rate of cultured neonatal rat 
ventricular myocytes and the rate of the neonatal rat 
ventricular myocytes co-cultured with naive fibroblasts, the 
rate was significantly reduced in the neonatal rat ventricular 
myocytes co-cultured with Kv1.3-transfected fibroblasts.[47,48] 

The data mentioned above indicate that non-genetically 

modified cardiac fibroblasts decrease cardiomyocyte 
impulse amplitude in vitro and can be arrhythmic substrates 
due to slowing or blocking electrical signal propagation. 
However, genetically modified fibroblasts may have 
therapeutic value by improving electrophysiological respon-
siveness of myocardial cells to pacing and electrical 
conduction. One study shows that local injection of 
fibroblasts into the myocardium can modify AVN function 
without creation of AV block in dogs.[49] Such effect of 
injected fibroblasts on AVN conduction is substantially 
enhanced by pretreatment of fibroblasts with TGF-1. 

5 Myoblast cells 
Myogenic precursor cells named myoblasts can be 

harvested from skeletal muscle biopsy. Primary myoblasts 
have the capability of division and expansion to offer a rich 
cell source for cell transplantation. Clinically, myoblasts 
have been transplanted autologously for myocardial 
repair.[50-52] Ventricular tachyarrhythmias and sudden cardiac 
death potentially related to the failure of forming gap 
junction have been observed in the clinical trials with 
myoblast transplantation for heart failure treatment.[50-52] 

Co-cultures of human skeletal myoblasts and rat cardio-
myocytes reproduced reentrant arrhythmias that may be 
similar to the features of ventricular tachycardia observed in 
patients who received myoblast transplants. The Ca2+ 
channel blocker nitrendipine, but not the Na+ channel 

blocker lidocaine, blocked the arrhythmias in culture. 
Transduction of myoblasts with Cx43 decreased arrhy-
thmogenicity in co-cultures of human skeletal myoblasts 
and rat cardiomyocytes.[53] A recent study showed that 
engineered tissue constructs with myoblasts were able to 
maintain cell-to-cell electrical communication through 
persistent expression of functional gap junction proteins, 
Cx43 and Cx45.[54] Implantation of the engineered myoblast 
tissue constructs into the cardiac AV groove of AVN-ablated 
rats created an alternative AV conduction pathway. After 
implantation, myogenic cells in the constructs survived, 
vascularized, and electromechanically coupled with 
surrounding host cardiomyocytes. One-third of recipient 
animals with previous AVN ablation showed a permanent 
AV conduction through the implanted constructs.[54] 

6 Interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) 
A network of interstitial cells, lately named as ICC, in the 

gut was found and described as neuronal nature by Cajal in 
1889.[55] Keith, who discovered the SAN, lately postulated 
that these cells were “a pacemaker system of the intestinal 
muscle”.[56] ICC generate spontaneous pacemaker currents 
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for initiation of gastrointestinal motility. Electron microscopy 
indicates that ICC are specialized myoid cells with two[57] or 
more[56] sub-populations. The embryological origin of ICC 
is from the same embryonic germ layer mesoderm[57,58] as 
that of heart cells. The source of ICC in mammals is likely 
to be mesenchymal.[58] Many ion channels in ICC 
membrane are responsible for the spontaneous rhythm and 
impulse conduction among ICC and their surrounding 
cells.[59–63] ICC express Cx43 and form conductive networks 
via Cx43.[57,64] Gut ICC networks effectively propagate 
electrical signals which are critical for gut peristalses. 
Gastrointestinal operation disrupts ICC networks in the 
surgical region, but after operation ICC can reestablish 
connections and restore gastrointestinal peristalses within a 
few days.[65,66]  

Cardiac conduction repair by ICC in vitro was 
investigated recently.[46] Conduction block was created by 
abrasion of a synchronously beating monolayer of mouse 
atrial HL-5 cells cultured in a MEA dish. Abraded channel 
was about 600 μm to 700 μm in width in the middle of each 
dish. Field potential recordings showed that abrasion created 
a complete conduction block and the myocytes on the two 
sides beat independently. After baseline recording, ICC 
isolated from porcine ileum (Figure 3) were carefully added 
to abraded channels and re-cultured for a few days. 
Synchronous beating of the cardiomyocytes was observed 
after addition of ICC. Re-synchronous beating was not 
observed in cardiomyocytes in control abraded MEA dishes 
or in abraded MEA dishes added with human cardiac 
fibroblasts.[46] In addition, fluorescence-labeled porcine ICC 
were injected into the right atrium via an endocardial  

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Morphology of interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) stained 
with methylene blue (A) and c-kit (B). Intestinal cells were isolated 
from adult porcine ileum by an enzymatical method. Isolated 
intestinal cells were cultured and characterized by methylene blue 
and c-kit staining. Note the morphological differences between 
methylene blue positive and negative cells. Morphological 
connections appeared among methylene blue positive cells, and 
between positive and negative cells (A). ICC were verified by the 
immunostaining antibody (B) against c-kit (green = ICC) and  
DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) (blue = nuclei). 

injection lead to assess if the injected ICC survived in 
porcine myocardium in vivo. Tissue sections showed that 
ICC survived in the injected atrial myocardium two weeks 
after the in vivo injection.[46] These results demonstrated that 
ICC could be obtained in high numbers from the gut and 
were able to conduct impulses across damaged cardiomyocyte 
fields in vitro. Also, ICC survived in porcine atrial 
myocardium after cell implantation. As ICC show many 
similarities in electrophysiology to heart cells and as our 
body is rich in ICC, autologous transplantation will reduce 
ethical issues and immuno-rejection. However, additional 
studies are needed to confirm if ICC transplantation can 
repair cardiac conduction damage in vivo. 

7 Human embryonic kidney cells 
Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells are 

derived from a specific cell line originally generated by 
transformation of HEK cell cultures with sheared adenovirus 
5 DNA.[67] In a recent study, genetically engineered 
HEK293 cells were used as “conducting cables” to repair 
cardiac conduction damage.[68] An in vitro model of 
conduction block was established using spatially separated, 
spontaneously contracting, nonsynchronized human embryonic 
stem cell–derived cardiomyocytes clusters. Genetically 
engineered HEK293 cells with expression of the SCN5A- 
encoded Na+ channel were added to the cultures to assess 
their ability to electrically couple with cardiomyocytes. MEA 
and intracellular recordings confirmed that SCN5A- 
engineered HEK293 cells conducted impulses in the 
co-cultures and resynchronized contractions between 
separated clusters.[68] Immunostaining against Cx43 and 
calcein dye-transfer data showed functional gap junctions 
between the SCN5A-engineered HEK293 cells and 
neighboring cardiomyocytes. Therefore, HEK293 cells with 
transfection of Na+ channels can act as biological conducting 
cables to connect spatially separated cardiomyocytes. This 
demonstrates the potential of genetically engineered 
HEK-293 cells for the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias.[19,68] 

Similar to any other novel therapies at their early stages, 
cell and gene therapies for cardiac arrhythmias face 
tremendous challenges. For example, cell implantation for 
repair of cardiac conduction damage or defect has various 
limitations and challenges, including cell sources (autologous, 
allogeneic or xenogeneic), number of injected cells, 
selection of injection site(s), short and long term cell 
retention, cell distribution in the targeted and non-targeted 
tissues, differentiation if using pluripotent cells, proliferation, 
integration with host cells, immune response to donor and 
host cells, life span, proarrhythmic properties, and potential 
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for neoplasia. While some success has been observed in in 
vitro and in vivo studies, the feasibility, efficacy, and safety 
of using cells to treat conduction damage/defect are largely 
unknown and have not been tested in any clinical study. The 
current knowledge regarding cell therapy for conduction 
repair is primarily derived from in vitro studies of 
short-term observation (hours or days). There are only a 
small number of studies in the literature which show some 
success of cell therapies for conduction repair in animals. 
Efficacy and safety concerns remain even though various 
cell types have been implanted into the myocardium for 
tissue repair in heart failure patients. 

8  Gene transfers 
Scar formation after myocardial infarction or fibrosis of 

the myocardium causes a slow conduction which can induce 
reentrant arrhythmias. Gene transfer to alter the electrical 
properties of the cells in the area initiating such arrhythmias 
may improve impulse conduction or silence of the 
spontaneous depolarization of those cells. Therefore, gene 
therapy may be an alternative way to treat or cure cardiac 
arrhythmias. This hypothesis has been examined in several 
studies by transferring ion channel or non-ion channel genes.  

8.1  Skeletal Na+ channel gene 

One recent study showed that increased Na+ channel 
expression by transfection of skeletal Na+ channel isoform 
(SKM1) into newborn rat ventricular myocyte cultures 
could speed up electrical conduction and, thus, prevent or 
disrupt reentrant circuits.[69] However, transfection of the 
cardiac Na+ channel isoform (Nav1.5) did not eliminate 
reentry excitation in cardiomyocyte cultures.[69] The 
explanation is that the channel availability of SKM1 is 
higher than Nav1.5 when the membrane is partially 
depolarized by elevated extracellular K+ ions. In addition, in 
a canine myocardial infarct model, adenovirus SKM1 
vectors were injected into the epicardial infarct border zones. 
Immunohistochemistry confirmed SKM1 expression in the 
injected area.[70] Expression of SKM1 increased V(max) of 
depolarized myocardium and reduced the incidence of 
inducible sustained ventricular tachyarrhythmia/fibrillation. 
Another study showed that overexpression of SKM1 Na+ 
channel could preserve normal conduction and decrease 
arrhythmias during ischemia and reperfusion in murine 
hearts.[71] Expression of SKM1 Na+ channels in canine 
myocardium at one week after infarction increases 
longitudinal but not transverse conduction velocity, 
consistent with the increased dV/dt(max) and with the 
cellular localization of SKM1 Na+ channels.[72] These results 

suggest that gene therapy to normalize excitation or to 
enhance conduction in diseased myocardium may have 
antiarrhythmic significance. 

8.2  K+ channel genes 

The potential to ablate ventricular arrhythmias by 
transfer of a K+ channel gene was evaluated recently in a 
porcine model of myocardial infarction.[73] Focal transfer of 
a gene encoding a dominant-negative version of K+ channel 
Kv11.1 (normally conducts delayed rectifier K+ current, IKr) 
to the infarct scar border zone eliminated all ventricular 
arrhythmias via increased refractoriness to prevent reentry 
circuits. In addition, no proarrhythmia or other negative 
effects were observed in the gene-transferred animals.[73] 

Another in vitro study showed that electrotonic application 
of inward rectifier current from non-cardiomyocyte cells 
expressing Kir2.1 channels could inhibit cardiomyocyte 
automaticity in cultures.[74] 

8.3  G-protein genes 

Gene transfer with adenovirus constructs encoding 
β-galactosidase (β-gal), wildtype Gαi2 (wtGi), or cons-
titutively active mutant (cGi) to the AVN area was recently 
conducted in a swine model with persistent atrial fibrillation 
and severe heart failure.[75,76] Heart rates in awake, alert 
animals were not altered by β-gal or wtGi. Cardiomyopathy 
worsened over time in the β-gal group and the condition 
was improved slightly in the wtGi group. However, cGi 
transfer decreased the heart rate by 15% to 25% and 
maintained ejection fraction close to the normal level at the 
end of the study. cGi overexpression in the AVN may 
physiologically control the ventricular rate during persistent 
atrial fibrillation.[75] In another study, local gene transfer 
with the ras-related small G-protein Gem to the heart acted 
locally as a genetic Ca2+ channel blocker. Expression of 
Gem markedly decreased the L-type Ca2+ currents and 
action potential duration in ventricular myocytes isolated 
from Gem-infected guinea pigs. Gem expression also 
resulted in a significant shortening of the electro-
cardiographic QTc interval and a reduction of left 
ventricular systolic function. Furthermore, Gem expression 
in the AVN area significantly slowed AVN conduction in a 
swine study, which effectively reduced the ventricular rate 
during atrial fibrillation.[77] 

8.4  Connexin genes 

Modification of electrical conduction may modify the 
arrhythmia substrate and prevent or inhibit certain cardiac 
arrhythmias (e.g., ventricular tachycardia). Transfer of 
mutated connexin genes to reduce gap junctional 
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intercellular communication was investigated in a recent 
study.[78] Transduction of cultured neonatal rat ventricular 
myocytes with lentiviral vectors encoding Cx43 internal 
loop mutants showed a significant reduction of inter- 
myocyte communication and delayed Ca2+ transients. 
Compared with non-transduced cardiomyocytes, optical 
mapping of action potential propagation in gene-modified 
cardiomyocyte monolayers revealed a 3-fold slowing of 
conduction velocity. These results demonstrate that transfer 
of the Cx43 mutant gene reduces electrical conduction 
among the cultured cardiomyocytes via modification of 
their electrical coupling. This effect may have therapeutic 
potentials for atrial or ventricular tachycardia. In contrast, 
transfer of the gene encoding the pH-insensitive gap 
junction channel protein Cx32 prevented conduction 
slowing during ischemia and decreased the incidence and 
duration of ventricular tachycardia in a mouse ischemia- 
reperfusion model.[71] 

9  Summary 
Morbidity and mortality of cardiac arrhythmias are 

high, especially in the geriatric population. Conduction 
damage or defect can slow or block electrical impulse 
propagation and lead to either tachycardia or bradycardia. 
Current clinical therapies have limited capability to 
improve cardiac conduction and do not treat anatomically 
impaired conduction. Biological strategy, either with cell 
or gene alone or with a combination of cell and gene, has 
the potential to restore an impaired conduction. Several 
studies in vitro and in vivo have shown the potentials of 
their antiarrhythmic effects (Table 1). This article 
reviews the progress in biological alternatives potentially 
for future antiarrhythmic therapy. Recent clinical studies 
to assess the safety and efficacy of gene therapies and 
gene profiles of cardiovascular diseases are listed in 
Table 2. Some of the studies have shown certain positive 
outcomes.[79,80] However, there is a lack of clinical trials  

 
Table 2.  Recent clinical studies related to gene therapies and gene profiles of heart diseases. 

Name Institution Status Targeted disease Gene Phase 
VEGF-D gene therapy for the treatment of 
severe coronary heart disease 

Kuopio University Hospital, 
Finland. 
CTI: CT01002430 

Recruiting Angina pectoris, myocar- 
dial infarction (″no option-  
patients″) 

VEGF-Da Phase I 

SERCA gene therapy trial Imperial College London,  
United Kingdom 
CTI: CT00534703 

Not yet  
recruiting 

Advanced heart failure and  
heart failure received a left  
ventricular assist device 

SERCA2ab Phase I/II 

Gene therapy for the treatment of chronic 
stable angina 

ViroMed Co., Ltd.;  
Northwestern Memorial  
Hospital Chicago, USA. 
CTI: CT01002495 

Not yet  
recruiting 

Chronic refractory  
myocardial ischemia 

Genetic: VM202c Phase I/II 

AC6 gene transfer for congestive heart 
failure 

National Heart, Lung, and  
Blood Institute (NHLBI). 
CTI: CT00787059 

Recruiting Congestive heart failure AC6d Phase I/II 

Safety & efficacy study of rAAV1-CB- 
hAAT for alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency 

Applied Genetic Technologies  
Corp. 

Active, but not 
recruiting 

Alpha-1 antitrypsin  
deficiency 

AAT Phase II 

Efficacy and safety study of genetically 
targeted enzyme replacement therapy for 
advanced heart failure (CUPID) 

Celladon Corporation, USA.
CTI: CT00454818 

Active, but  
not recruiting

Heart failure, congestive 
dilated cardiomyopathy 

Gene transfer agent  
MYDICAR®f 

Phase I/II 

Gene expression profiling in subjects with 
postoperative atrial fibrillation after cardiac 
surgery 

Brigham and Women's  
Hospital, Boston, USA. 
CTI: CT00833313 

Recruiting Atrial fibrillation after  
heart surgery (germline  
variation) 

Gene expression profiling/  
atrial biopsy 

NA 

CRP gene variants and CAD in a Chinese 
Han population 

Fudan University, Shanghai, 
China 
CTI: CT00780221 

Recruiting Circulating CRP levels  
and CAD risk 

CRP gene and protein/ 
blood sample 

NA 

Studies listed in the table are from the website: http://clinicaltrials.gov. Reader can find more details about each trial from the website if needed. CTI: 
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier; NA: not applied; VEGF-D: Endocardial vascular endothelial growth factor D; AC6: Adenylyl cyclase type 6; CRP: C-Reactive 
protein; CAD: coronary artery disease. 
aVEGF-D is a vascular endothelial growth factor that is encoded by the FIGF gene in humans. VEGF-D is one of the placenta growth factors. This protein can bind 
and activate VEGFR-2 and VEGFR-3 receptors to induce angiogenesis, lymphangiogenesis, and endothelial cell growth.  

bSERCA is the acronym of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ ATPase which is a membrane protein that catalyzes the ATP-dependent transport of Ca2+ 
from the cytosol to the SR. SERCA2a is a SERCA isoform which is the main cytosolic Ca2+ regulator in the heart. Deficiency of SERCA2a often occurs in 
advanced heart failure and may facilitate progressive systolic and diastolic dysfunction. SERCA2a gene transfer may results in the restoration of SERCA2a 
and improvement of failed heart function.[79] 

cThe information about VM202 is not publically available. 
dAdenylyl cyclase, also called 3',5'-cyclic AMP synthetase, is a membrane-associated enzyme that catalyzes the formation of the secondary messenger cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) from adenosine triphosphate (ATP). AC6 is adenylate cyclase type 6 that in humans is encoded by the ADCY6 gene. 
Animal data showed that increased amounts of AC6 protein in heart cells appeared to make the heart pump more vigorously. 

eAlpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) is a protein made in the liver and then released to the bloodstream. Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency (AATD) is an inherited disease 
due to mutations in the SERPINA1 gene on chromosome 14. This gene codes for AAT which protects the lungs from damage and make them work normally. 
AATD has low levels of, or no, AAT in the blood and causes lung and/or liver disease. This study attempts to make patient’s cells to produce enough AAT via 
transferring the healthy gene to the cells. 

fSERCA2a gene is used in this study (see the noteb above). 
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using genes to treat cardiac arrhythmias. Compared with 
traditional therapies, such as medication, device and surgical 
approaches, no products related to cell and gene therapies 
for cardiac arrhythmias are currently available for clinical 
use. Gene therapy for cardiac arrhythmias faces the same 
significant obstacles as other gene therapies, such as gene 
selection, dosage, carrier selection, focal delivery and 
distribution, longevity, toxicity, inflammation, and risk of 
immunogenicity/carcinogenicity. In addition, some cells 
(e.g., stem cells and fibroblasts) proliferate quickly. As a 
result, these cells may quickly lose the phenotype of the 
targeted gene which is originally transferred for the therapy. 
To obtain a stable long-term effect, such as biological 
pacemaker activity, an optimal dosage and a long-term 
expression gene carrier may be required.[81,82] A low dose 
may be ineffective and a high dose may lead to serious side 
effects (cell death probably due to intracellular Ca2+ 
overload).[83] Repeated gene therapy to the same subject can 
be dangerous because this may stimulate host immune 
responses. Gene vectors used in current gene therapy studies 
have the limitation of gene sizes incorporated and the 
potential to cause diseases. In addition, single gene transfer 
to treat a disease due to a single gene defect is relatively 
simpler than trying to correct multiple gene defects for the 
therapy of multifactorial disorders. 

Using cells and/or genes to modify cardiac conduction or 
repair conduction damage/defect is novel and has made 
some progress in experimental research, but at its early 
research stage. The biological approach to treating 
arrhythmias still faces many challenges and obstacles as 
discussed in other articles,[18–23,84] including proarrhythmia.[38] 

However, such biological approaches have shown 
significant promises at various levels of preclinical 
development. Further extensive investigation and effort in 
this field are needed to facilitate crossing the bridge between 
preclinical research and patient application. 
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